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Accounting developments in Government sector-
Global position

1.1 History of accounting developments in Government sector worldwide
Accrual accounting in the Government sector traces its origins to the early 90s with New Zealand being the first
country to implement accrual accounting followed by Australia. New Zealand furnished its first accrual based financial
statements in 1992 and Australia in 1999-2000. Both New Zealand and Australia demonstrated stronger fiscal
discipline following the implementation of accrual accounting.

New Zealand

► New Zealand’s gross financial liabilities have decreased from 65% of GDP in 1993 to 23% in 2005, while the
OECD as a whole has increased from 66% to 76% in the same time period.

► New Zealand has reported budget surpluses in nearly every year since the early 1990s. As a result, New Zealand’s
net debt has decreased significantly, from approximately 52% of GDP in 1992 to near 10% in 2005.

► During the same time, New Zealand has enjoyed, for the most part, moderate to strong economic growth,
averaging around 3.3% annual growth in real GDP.

Australia

► Australia has produced a budget surplus every year for close to a decade, and it has succeeded in reducing its net 
debt from 25% of GDP in the mid 1990s to near debt elimination.

► Australia’s gross financial liabilities have decreased from 43% of GDP in 1995 to 15% in 2005, the second lowest in 
the OECD.

► At the same time, Australia has enjoyed economic growth in real GDP averaging 3.6% annually.

New Zealand real GDP growth

1

New Zealand net public debt

Australia real GDP growth Australia net public debt

2
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[Source: Briefing Paper No. 27 on ‘Accrual Accounting in New Zealand and Australia: Issues and Solutions’, Federal Budget Policy Seminar, Harvard Law School]

The global financial crisis and the sovereign debt crisis further stressed on the need for an improved financial reporting
framework to meet the increasing demands of investors, lenders, customers, other stakeholders, etc. It’s been more
than two decades now and the countries adopting accrual basis of accounting have been steadily increasing over time,
considering the benefits achieved from transition to accrual accounting, which far exceed the costs associated with it.

1.2 Position around the world

Accrual accounting has been implemented in a large number of countries, whether in the form of IPSAS or standards
which are equivalent/ similar to IPSAS. Most European countries have implemented accrual accounting. Other
countries such as Australia, Canada and New Zealand have also adopted accrual accounting in order to make the
public sector accounting more cohesive with the local GAAPs used in the private sector. Some of the developing 
countries are in the process of implementing accrual accounting.

New Zealand and Australia

General government gross financial liabilities Worldwide comparison of net debt

Map of countries’ accounting basis for annual financial statements (2015)

3
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In 2015, 41 countries (21%) have completed the transition to accrual accounting, 16 countries are on a modified
accrual basis (8%), 28 countries (17%) are on modified cash basis, and 114 countries (57%) remain on pure cash
accounting.

[Source: Technical Notes and Manuals on ‘Implementing Accrual Accounting in the Public Sector’, Fiscal Affairs Department, International Monetary Fund]

Countries implementing accrual accounting/ IPSAS (illustrative)

Countries in process of implementing accrual accounting (illustrative)

Australia Costa Rica Kenya Pakistan Sweden
Austria Czech Republic Latvia Peru Switzerland

Azerbaijan France Lithuania Portugal Tanzania

Brazil Ghana Malaysia Romania United Kingdom

Cambodia Indonesia Morocco Russia United States of America
Canada Israel Netherlands South Africa Uruguay

Chile Italy New Zealand Spain Uzbekistan

Columbia Japan Nigeria Sri Lanka Vietnam

China Korea Mongolia
Fiji Islands Marshall Islands Philippines

International organisations implementing accrual accounting (illustrative)

International 
organisations 
implementing accrual
accounting

Commonwealth

European Commission

European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites

European Space Agency

International Federation of Accountants 

International Criminal Police Organization 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

United Nations System

4
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1.3 Select global success stories

Austria

Austria felt the need for transition to accrual accounting primarily on account of the following factors:

► Long-term track record of running fiscal deficits
► Identified weaknesses in traditional cash budgeting and accounting system
► Presence of fiscal illusions in cash basis of accounting, e.g., sale of fixed asset not requiring de- recognition of asset,

postponement of payments for goods and services
► Lack of awareness of risks and future payments resulting in no reaction time in case a big payment arises in

future

Austria took about 4 years (from 2009-2013) for implementation of accrual accounting/ IPSAS and undertook GAAP
analysis to ascertain how far they were from accrual accounting/ IPSAS to decide an appropriate roadmap.
Implementation included the legal aspect (e.g., translating accrual accounting into a law), the technical aspect (e.g.,
implementation process, financial management system, also preparation of accrual based fiscal information) and the
organisational aspect (e.g., bringing people on board- having their support for using the new system).

On transitioning to new accounting system, Austria noted the following benefits:
► Enhanced accountability within the financial management system- this proved beneficial for the Parliament as well

as the auditors since they got access to additional information
► Better asset management especially fixed assets
► Accrual accounting has a long-term horizon unlike cash basis of accounting which focuses on short-term

[Source: IPSASB website]

A snapshot of Europe Accounting model and reforms

At Central Government level At Local Government level

5
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Brazil

Accrual accounting in Brazil first came into discussion in 2000, when the Parliament issued the Fiscal Responsibility
Law. In 2001, IMF released Government Finance Statistics Manual covering aspects of accrual accounting. In the same
year, the Brazilian Government started working on aligning the statistical guidelines with the statistical guidelines
issued by IMF. In 2003, the project started with preparation of national chart of accounts for Brazil Federation which
included all levels- Federal, State and Municipalities. The objective of such chart of accounts was to standardise public 
sector accounts (accounting policies and procedures) in Brazil. In 2008, the PAO finalised first set  of ten Brazilian
Standards (accrual based) which were based on IPSAS. In the same year, Ministry of Finance delegated the role of
consolidation of public sector accounts of Brazil Federation to the National Treasury. Public Sector Accounting Manual
was also prepared detailing guidelines on implementation of accrual accounting.

For implementing the accrual based standards, Brazil had to involve various stakeholders including the PAO (which
was responsible for setting up the Standards and make convergence process), National Treasury (responsible for
Public Sector Accounting Manual), Parliament (for audit and ensuring application of accrual accounting at all levels)
and consultative body of Brazil (for discussing Standards before they become mandatory).

Accrual based accounting helped Brazil in achieving the following benefits:
► More comprehensive and bigger picture of Government- facilitating better decision making for policy makers and 

public managers
► It provides additional tool to the Parliament to ensure that the Public Financial Management Regulations are 

complied with

[Source: IPSASB website]

Switzerland

The necessity for implementing accounting based on accrual concept in Switzerland arose to achieve the
following objectives:
► Increase cost transparency at the level of ministries and administrative units
► Need for adequate accounting framework when using performance costing
► Restructuring and developing the existing IT landscape with the federal administration

Accrual based accounting resulted in following benefits to Switzerland:
► High focus on costing aspect- accrual accounting served as a suitable basis for searching the potential areas for 

savings
► Enhancement of planning capability (medium and long-term)
► Improvement in quality of financial information on account of uniform standard processes and appropriate IT 

infrastructure
► Accrual accounting resulted in greater transparency resulting in availability of more resources

[Source: IPSASB website]

United Kingdom

United Kingdom was able to identify a number of idle assets that were hitherto not being put to any gainful use.

“In Uganda, for example, enhanced financial reporting has helped the level of public sector expenditure
reaching its citizens rise from 20% to 80%”

-Public Expenditure Tracking Survey, World Bank

6
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WHO experience

Benefits to WHO

► Use of best practices to bring comparability and consistency
► Improved senior management decision-making
► Increased transparency and controls
► Annual audits and reporting
► Enhanced financial and resource stewardship

[Source: Publication on ‘IPSAS- Benefits to WHO’ by World Health Organisation]

2006 2012

Began implementation
of IPSAS

WHO’s financial statements fully 
complied with IPSAS

1.4 Learning from the global experiences- The Indian story
Article 150 of the Constitution of India provides that the Hon’ble President of India should prescribe form of accounts of
Union and States, on the advice of the C&AG. C&AG, in turn, has constituted GASAB with the objective of keeping pace 
with international trends having recognised the fact that the accounting systems, the world over, are being revisited 
with an emphasis on transition from rule to principle based standards and migration from cash to accrual based system 
of accounting. GASAB, as a nodal advisory body in India, is taking similar action to formulate and improve standards of 
government accounting and financial reporting and enhance accountability mechanisms.

Regulatory framework

► Article 150 of the Constitution of India

Requirement of Article 150

► Hon’ble President to prescribe form of accounts of Union and States, on the advice of C&AG

Action taken

► GASAB was formed to formulate Accounting Standards (cash and accrual)

While so far C&AG has not mandated accounting on accrual principles, observing the success of accrual accounting
globally, Indian Railways also decided to move on the path of accrual accounting on a voluntary basis. This is done on an 
additionality basis since the organisation is required by the Constitution to provide the financial statements to the 
Parliament in accordance with the current cash based accounting system. Towards this end, Indian Railways introduced
‘Accounting Reforms’ which is not just limited to accrual accounting but also takes it forward to cover performance 
costing and outcome budgeting in its purview, for helping Indian Railways to achieve sustainable growth in the long-
term.

7
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“Madam Speaker, we have limited resources and thus must ensure that all public expenditure results in an optimal
outcome. We, therefore, intend to set up a working group to modify the present system of accounting, to ensure
tracking of expenditure to desired outcomes. The data on costing would be available online including costs 
incurred on constructing, augmenting, maintaining and operating railway lines. This would also help in undertaking
post commissioning evaluation studies.”

- Extracts from Budget announcement of Shri Suresh Prabhakar Prabhu (2015-2016)

“Mission beyond book keeping: Being a Government undertaking, IR does not follow practices in accounting which 
aid detailed assessment of unit costs. Though we are moving from single entry to double entry systems and from 
cash based to completely accrual based accounting, I do not consider them as great reforms. As a thriving 
commercial entity, we also want IR to go a step further and establish an accounting system where outcomes can be 
tracked to inputs. This is a structural change which forms the bedrock of our transformation, as right accounting 
would determine right costing and hence right pricing and right outcomes. We intend taking up its implementation 
over Railways in a mission mode and complete the entire roll out in next few years.”

- Extracts from Budget announcement of
Shri Suresh Prabhakar Prabhu (2016-2017)

8
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2.1 Vision of Accounting Reforms in Indian Railways
“Accounting Reforms shall act as an engine of self-sustainable growth by providing timely, high quality and meaningful
financial information to various stakeholders through right accounting, right costing and right outcomes.”

2.2 Three pillars of ‘Accounting Reforms’

Right accounting- Accrual accounting

Accrual accounting is focused on the recognition of a transaction in the books of accounts at the time of 
happening of the event, unlike the cash basis of accounting which is focused on cash flows. Recognition 
of transaction on happening of the event improves the accounting since it recognises the income or the 
expense in the period to which it relates, hence, depicts the real income, real cost and real profitability of 
the organisation.

The following chart depicts the conversion of cash based financial statements into an accrual based 
financial statements and how it can benefit the Indian Railways along with performance costing and 
outcome budgeting.

Vision of ‘Accounting Reforms’ in Indian Railways2

Our purpose ► Improved value proposition to stakeholders of Indian Railways

Our ambition ► To act as an engine of self-sustainable growth for Indian Railways

Our mission ► Providing timely, high quality and meaningful financial information
► Following ‘accrual’ based accounting and ultimately ‘IGFRS/ IPSAS’
► Shift from ‘historical budgeting’ to ‘outcome budgeting’
► Improve business planning, resource utilisation and investment decisions

Three pillars of our 
strategy

► Right accounting
► Right costing
► Right outcome

Elements of the Vision Statement

Accounting 
Reforms

Right 
accounting

Right 
costing

Right 
outcome

10
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can be compared to

Cash based financial statements

Accrual impact of 
liabilities

Accrual impact of 
receivables

Developing fixed asset 
block

Estimate contingent 
liability and capital 

commitments

can be Improved by building in

Accrual based financial statementsknown as

Proper estimation 
of income and 
expenditure of 
activities

Derive exact cost of
activities

Performance 
based costing

Outcome budgeting
(ABC) ► Measure outcomes from outputs

► Better decision making
► Assess outcome of every rupee spent
► Efficient utilisation of resources

results in

leads to
and

for

Step I Budget formulation

► Preparation of revenue and capital budget allocations

Step II Expenditure accounting

► Correlate detailed head of expenditure to activities/ functions

Step III ABC analysis

► Cost centre/ profit centre (line of business/ services) wise detail of expenditure, development of ‘measurable’ 
indices of performance

Step IV Costing per unit of output

► Unit cost of delivery of services, variance analysis, identification of cost cuts, money makers (or losers) and non 
value-adding activities

Step V Outcome budgeting

► Measurable outcome to ensure accountability

Right costing- Performance costing

It is crucial for Indian Railways to determine the real cost of its goods and services to ensure that their pricing is right 
and the customers are not burdened for inefficiencies, if any, in the operations. Performance costing, through ABC 
analysis, will also help Indian Railways identify the non-value added activities which can be avoided/ eliminated to 
reduce costs. It would also help in building a proper responsibility mechanism in the Indian Railways.

The below diagram depicts the steps followed by Indian Railways for implementing performance based costing and 
linking it with the outcomes, the Railways aim to achieve. 

11
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Successful implementation of outcome budgeting would help Indian Railways in improving decision making, aligning strategy
with operations, achieving efficient allocation of resources. It would also result in provision of improved services to 
customers and public at large and would help make the organisation adaptable to changing environment. However, for
ensuring successful implementation, one needs to have clearly defined and stated desired outcomes, identify meaningful
performance metrics for outcomes of various programmes (preferably, in quantitative terms to ensure better control), set up
strong governance (e.g., accountability of each individual in the organisation), provide tracking of outlays to the outcomes
(i.e., linking of operations and outcomes) and also ensure proper monitoring and evaluation systems.

Outlays Outcomes

Outcome budgeting
► Depicts relationship between:

Right outcome- Outcome budgeting

Traditional way of budgeting was largely focused on allocation of the funds to various programmes and initiatives of
the Government, without adequate focus on the desired results to be achieved.
Such a budgeting technique does not seem to be appropriate in the present environment. In the current economic
climate, Government faces extraordinary pressure to do more with existing, or fewer, resources, i.e., the focus of the
Government should be on getting the optimum results from limited resources. Hence, the need for outcome budgeting
arose.

Outcome budgeting is a popular tool of budgeting which is useful in curbing the fiscal deficit and, consequently, helps in
limiting the external borrowings of the organisation. Outcome budgeting is focused on real impact of various
programmes and investments of the Government. The purpose of outcome budgeting is to determine the performance
indicators for outcome of various programmes of the Government in quantitative terms and allocating resources
accordingly. The term ‘outcome’ is different from ‘output’; the latter one is focused on tangible results such as the
kilometers of railway tracks built, etc. whereas the former emphasizes on the qualitative benefits of the Government’s
initiatives such as improvement in rail infrastructure, etc.

► Revenue and capital budgets prepared basis the outcome to be achieved, e.g., capital investment in safety to achieve 
‘Zero accident’ mission

► Results in transparency and accountability towards customers and public at large

12
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3.1 Opportunities
Successful implementation of Accounting Reforms would provide Indian Railways immense opportunities for expansion
and modernization of the current rail system in India in the form of availability of adequate funding, enhanced
stakeholder’s confidence, lower costing of products and services and improvement of rail infrastructure and various
products and services.

External benefits- Implementation of Accounting Reforms would enhance transparency

Internal benefits- Accounting Reforms also presents an opportunity for Indian Railways to bring the organisation closer 
to world-class practices

Accounting Reforms is likely to bring benefits in terms of incentives for avoidance of costly non-value added activities,
enhanced surveillance of fiscal risks, which need to be weighed against the costs but are difficult to measure. However,
in our view, considering the global experience, the benefits achieved out of adopting accrual accounting far exceeds the
costs associated with it.

Identifiable benefits to Indian Railways

► Intelligible financial statements which external stakeholders understand well
► Online availability of activity-wise costing data
► Identification and elimination of inefficient costs
► Correct pricing and tariff decisions
► Improved resource management
► Arriving at economic break-even points

Impact of Accounting Reforms on Indian Railways

► Easy access to external borrowings- better interest and inflows
► Clarity in relation to profitability/ feasibility of PPP projects
► Segment reporting will help generate competition and focus
► Cost data and analysis will be better facilitated
► Accounts will become “ fairer and truer”

Impact on economic growth

Accrual accounting would result in a positive impact on economic growth on account of increased interest from 
the international investor community, e.g., foreign lenders.

“It is all about sustainability!”

Performance 
management

► Potentially improved performance management and measurement based on 
definition of and access to key performance metrics

Planning/ 
forecasting

► Potential improvement in quality, speed and scope of planning, forecasting and 
performance management

Management support ► Consistent reports for all legal entities
► Proactive management of outsourced units

Cost reduction ► Potential for reduction of manual/non-value-adding activities throughout the 
organisation

Accounting Reforms in Indian Railways- Opportunities, 
scope and challenges3

Transparency
and
comparability

► High quality accounting
► More comprehensive view of Indian Railways’ financial performance and cost of various 

activities at Indian Railways
► Comparability with other entities/ competitors in transportation and logistics 

(benchmarking)
► Improve the reliability and integrity of financial data of Indian Railways

14
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3.2 Scope

Indian Railways is currently preparing their financial statements using a hybrid approach which is largely cash based
accounting. However, for certain items, accrual based accounting is used. As part of move from cash basis of accounting 
to accrual based accounting, Indian Railways has reviewed its policies for fixed asset accounting, depreciation, revenue
recognition, crystallisedand contingent liabilities, provisioning for bad debts, etc. Such policies would provide 
additional financial information for better evaluation of performance and long-term sustainability. Accounting Reforms 
also include simultaneous implementation of performance costing and outcome budgeting.

In the long-term, Indian Railways need to move to IGFRS/ IPSAS to be part of the premium league following the best
accounting practices worldwide. The Indian Government would look forward to the experience on the Indian Railways in
view of its complex and wide spread operations even as its other departments are taking steps to migrate to accrual
accounting.

Implementation of accrual accounting is seldom the only reform implemented in isolation at a time and, hence, part of the above costs would be
incurred in development of performance costing and outcome budgeting as well.

Cash 
accounting

Hybrid 
accounting 
(cash and 
accrual)

Accrual 
accounting + 
Performance
Costing + 
Outcome 
Budgeting

IGFRS/ 
IPSAS

GASAB was formed in 2002 with an objective to formulate and improve standards of government accounting and
financial reporting and enhance accountability mechanisms. The Railways also set up the Accounting Reforms
Directorate under the Railway Board who sanctioned the Accounting Reforms project and appointed the Accounting
Reforms consultants. The consultants submitted their final recommendation and, thereafter, ICAI ARF was engaged to 
conduct pilot studies.

Accrual accounting
► Completed pilot study of North

Western Railway (NWR), Jaipur
► Initiated pilot study at Rail Coach

Factory,Kapurthala

Performance costing
► Pilot Study on Northern 

Railways in project mode

Outcome budgeting
► Concept Paper on Outcome 

Budgeting prepared
► Advisory Committee set up

Recent developments

Journey of Accounting Reforms

15
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Steps for capacity building
► Awareness Training programs on accrual accounting- CTARA, Secunderabad- 1242 supervisors and 267

officers
► Awareness Training on performance costing– 133 officers of all departments
► Training at NAIR for young officers on:

► Accrual accounting
► Performance costing
► Outcome budgeting

► Implementation Training by ICAI ARF
► IT Training by CRIS for IT enablement
► Project updates and discussion forums on Google drive, Twitter, Facebook, IRAS Times and AR Directorate web

page

Indian Railways have been engaging effectively with various stakeholders such as MoF, C&AG, CGA, GASAB etc. for
doing the groundwork for successful implementation of Accounting Reform project. Indian Railways is also engaging
with other stakeholders by reaching out to them via various announcements/ updates on its website, media news, use
of social media and conducting seminars and conferences.

Plans for future
► Completion of pilot study at RCF/ Kapurthala
► Preparing consolidated accrual based financial statements of Indian Railways for 2015-16 and 2016-17
► Development of detailed design framework for Performance Costing and Outcome Budgeting
► Development of robust IT system
► Roll out of accrual accounting across Zonal Railways and Production Units
► Roll out of Performance Costing and Outcome Budgeting

Indian Railways envisions graduating towards the transaction based methodology for preparation of accrual based 
financial statements of the Zonal Railways in future. This would enable development of accrual based financial 
statements in an organic manner right from the transaction stage, i.e., at the stage of booking of expenditure 
according to the present day allocations based on the Chart of Accounts including but not limited to those currently in 
the Finance Code Volume II. However, this would require mapping of the existing Chart of Accounts to the needs of 
accrual accounting and also developing a robust IT application to support the same. The approach would largely focus 
on the following:
► design a framework of an integrated accounting and costing architecture which could be converted into an IT 

application in future to ensure online availability of costing data
► reorganisation/ regrouping of the chart of accounts to arrive at costs, revenue and profitability of each line of 

business/service

Key questions considered by Indian Railways when implementing accrual accounting

? What are the key areas that are likely to be significant or that will result in comprehensive adjustments when
converting to accrual accounting?

? What are the key success factors for conversion, as well as the major project risks that could lead to the
conversion failing or being delayed?

? Are adequate resources available to perform the transition to accrual accounting?

? Have steps being taken for capacity building to ensure accounting staff being fully conversant with
accrual accounting (in accordance with the Standards prescribed by GASAB)?

For the purpose of orderly development of infrastructure services, fair pricing of services, enabling competition, 
protection of customer interests and determination of efficiency standards, the Railways budget announcement for 
2015-2016 emphasised the importance of having an independent regulatory mechanism to be entrusted with making 
regulations, setting performance standards and determining tariffs. The budget announcement for 2016-2017 
reiterated the need for creating a Rail Development Authority to enhance the stakeholders’ confidence.

16
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Conversion exercise- Do’s and Don’ts

The Chile experience
In 2010, the General Controller of Chile (Contraloría General de la República, CGR) announced its intention to
adopt accrual accounting (based on IPSAS) in the public sector based by 2019. One of the key preparatory tasks in
the process was to conduct a gap analysis comparing existing government accounting practices with the
requirements of IPSAS. The gap analysis categorized the Standards into four categories that allowed the officials
to create a framework for studying and applying the new standards:
► high priority, which comprised fixed assets, transfers, property investments, taxes, financial instruments and

financial liabilities
► medium priority, which included revenue from exchange transactions, associates and joint ventures,

provisions, intangible assets, contingent assets and liabilities, leases and concession arrangements
► low priority, which comprised financial statements, inventories, segment reporting, employee benefits, related

party disclosures, effects of changes in foreign exchange rate, agriculture and accounting policies, changes in
estimates and errors

► not applicable standards, such as financial reporting in hyperinflationary economies and construction
contracts.

[Source: Technical Notes and Manuals on ‘Implementing Accrual Accounting in the Public Sector’, Fiscal 
Affairs Department, International Monetary Fund]

Particulars Do’s (√) Don’ts (×)

Scope of 
reforms

► Recognise the importance of 
budgeting- consider reform scope 
carefully

► Make the project relevant- reforms 
need to be linked to decision- making

► Do not limit the project to just an
accounting change

► Do not assume that it is a desktop
exercise

► Don’t aspire to be 100% compliant to 
accrual accounting in the first stage of 
the reform; there will also be a learning
curve

Project 
management

► Plan and manage the conversion 
project carefully- project envisages 
multiple interrelations and complexities

► Invest time in gap analysis and 
development of a realistic roadmap

► Identify the entities which will 
determine the majority of the values
regarding the items in the balance
sheet of Indian Railways 
(materiality)

► Involve technical expertise in the 
conversion (auditors, consultants, 
etc.)

► Don’t be over ambitious in terms of
timing- damage of lost trust is higher
than initial increase in confidence after 
having announced great plans

► Conversion should not be undertaken
without adequate training of accounting 
personnel on accrual accounting

► Don’t do without an early 
assessment of IT system 
conversion readiness

Organisation ► Establish a conversion project 
steering committee (milestones, 
communication protocols)

► Anticipate the major challenges 
around a successful conversion

► Plan a trial opening balance sheet 
and dry run accounts in a pilot mode

► Don’t assume all documentation will be in
place- plan time for stock take

Communication ► Aspire stakeholder-specific explanation
of benefits of conversion to accrual
accounting in order to obtain buy-in of
all groups concerned, especially
leadership support

► Don’t underestimate communication-
especially get the media involved

17
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3.3 Challenges
Implementation of accrual accounting in Government sector would have its own challenges, such as challenges relating
to the system of the Government, commitment from leadership, change management, changes in business processes,
technological requirement, availability of adequate people at the Government level and the organisation level and 
professionals having adequate expertise to successfully implement the accrual accounting.

Implementation of accrual accounting is not just limited to adoption of new standards. Most of the challenges lie in
implementing these changes from operations point of view, whether legal, business, or otherwise. Indian Railways 
have considered the above challenges in developing the strategy for implementing Accounting Reforms.

Challenges faced Response

Strong resistance to change
► Very clear methodological documentation including a clear strategy

(roadmap) with realistic deadlines
► support of decision-makers

Financing of the Reform
► Realistic budget for the reform
► Effective usage of funds
► Realistic long-term planning

Technical capability/ capacity to 
comply

► Extensive training/ capacity building including investment in IT
infrastructure

► Timely  preparation  of  very  detailed  regulations  and instructions

Information dissemination ► Clear communication of the transition plan to stakeholders
► Extensive and adequate preparation for the Reform

Transition period data quality

► Recommendations for preparation of financial statements
► Review of first financial statements of selected entities
► Automatic  controls  in  consolidation  system  for  data correctness

check

Augmentation of resources in the
Ministry of Railways to lead the
Accounting Reform

► Outsourcing  to specialists , i.e. provision of training, on- site
consulting, technical assistance during implementation

Few of the challenges along with the possible solutions have been listed below:
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Accounting Reforms in Indian Railways- Enhancing 
stakeholders’ confidence4

4.1 Benefits from stakeholders’ perspective

4.1.1 Customers’ perspective and expectations
► Improved services to customers
► Increased   investment   in   infrastructure- availability   of   world-class   transportation including basic 

infrastructure requirement at reasonable prices

4.1.2 Investors’ perspective and expectations
► Investors would  be in a position of making a better assessment of the  financial  health  of  the  organisation – lenders 

would be able to  assess  its repayment capacity
► Accounting reforms would bring in policy changes and removal of non-value added activities, thus, resulting in 

improved profitability
► Cost of debt may be lower since lender’s risk is reduced
► Improved  credit  rating/  scores  since  incremental  information  is  provided  through  accrual accounting and timely 

payment of instalments (on account of better profitability)

4.1.3 Industry perspective and expectations
► Long-term business relationships between private organisations and Government organisations
► Reduction in transportation cost- resulting in reduced prices for goods and services
► Forecasting becomes easier
► Generation of employment opportunities
► Long-term sustainability- economic growth in India

Key 
stakeholders

Customers

Investors

IndustryExecutives

Legislature/ 
Government 

agencies
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4.1.4 Executives’ perspective and expectations
► Supports decision-making and strategic management
► Cash basis would still remain a good technique for budgeting along with accrual based budgeting technique

4.1.5 Legislature/ Government agencies’ perspective and expectations
► Availability of high quality, comprehensive financial information on a timely basis- giving a better picture of Indian 

Railways’ financial health
► Accrual accounting is focused more on a long-term perspective vis-à-vis cash based accounting
► Ensuring compliance with the norms

The above benefits can also be bifurcated into interest area of various constituents under each category of stakeholders 
with specific reference to Indian Railways.

Category of 
stakeholders Constituents Interests

Customers Passengers ► End consumer of passenger operations
Corporates/ business community ► End consumer of freight operations

Investors Financial institutions/ pension 
funds

► Debt capital provider
► Infrastructure financing and risk mitigation

Joint venture partners ► Shareholders in various SPVs floated by Indian Railways

Industry Third-party service providers ► Other businesses offering services to Indian Railways, 
e.g., logistic service provider, tour planner, etc.

Executive Indian Railways (Railway Board 
Directorates, Line Managers 
(Zonal/ Division/ Field)

► Complete financial position of Indian Railways
► Availability of performance indicators
► Data-based decision making
► Changes in accounting policy and procedures
► IT enablement of Accounting Reforms

State Governments ► Extension of rail network
► Intra-city transport
► Forming joint venture/ memorandum of understanding

Legislature/ 
Government 
agencies

C&AG ► Audit of accounts of Indian Railways
CGA ► Incorporation of accounts of Indian Railways in the 

accounts of Government of India

Ministry of Finance ► Gross budgetary support
► Compensation for losses incurred on achieving social

objectives

NITI Aayog ► National  Transport  Policy:  Priority  of  railways  vis-
à-vis  inland waterways, roadways and airways

To conclude, Accounting Reforms are expected to improve transparency and support decision making by providing 
high quality, timely and reliable information to various stakeholders.
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One of the significant element to measure the organisation’s success is ‘growth’. In the present business environment, 
this concept has been further refined with focus on ‘sustainable growth’.

Sustainable economic growth means a growth rate which can be maintained without creating significant economic and 
financial issues, especially for future generations. The concept of ‘sustainable growth’ emphasises on the trade-off 
between rapid growth ‘today’ and the growth in the ‘future’. Creation of sustainable growth is a major concern for the 
Government as well as corporates. Given the uncertainty in the political, economic, competitive and consumer trends, 
achieving ‘sustainable growth’ is not an easy task and it becomes all the more challenging for the decision-makers to 
ensure sustainable growth of the organisation.

How ‘Accounting Reforms’ can help in achieving sustainable growth?

► Availability of finances

In the present uncertain economic environment, the Government recognises the significance of investment in
infrastructure. The population of India has been increasing over time and there has been an increasing pressure on
the transportation system, especially in urban cities. To address this concern, there is an increasing need for
investment in infrastructure for creation of a sophisticated transportation system with improved connectivity, 
efficient use of resources (including fast depleting natural sources) and lower costs, which also requires focusing on
technology and innovation. A well-planned and well-executed infrastructure investment would offer developing
economies, such as ours, the hope of basic facilities for all and a chance to compete in a global marketplace. For
Indian economy, investment in infrastructure would help in achieving fiscal stimulus and also results in generation
of employment, which in turn would result in providing a better quality of life to the people.

With regard to infrastructure investment, it would be worthwhile to note the following statistics:

Accounting Reforms in Indian Railways- A strategic 
mission for sustainable growth5

Source: Ernst & Young, India Infrastructure Summit, 2012
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In the absence of availability of adequate funds, the gap between infrastructure needs and ability of Indian Railways
to deliver adequate infrastructure is getting ever wider. In order to expand at a faster pace and be a competitive
mode of transportation, Indian Railways would require funds from parties other than the Government, e.g., in the 
nature of borrowings, to ensure availability of adequate funds for its investment needs especially investment in
infrastructure.

To get adequate funding, there is a serious need to improve the enabling environment. For example, PPP models not
just help in getting adequate funds for infrastructure needs but also bring in valuable expertise and latest
technologies which can make a significant difference on the viability of the project. However, to attract funding,
there is a need to create a high visibility of such projects like the road transportation. One of the important criterion
for getting the desired visibility is availability of complete, transparent and high-quality financial information to
various stakeholders. Here, the ‘accrual accounting’ component of ‘Accounting Reforms’ would play a significant
role.

While evaluating whether to fund an organisation, the investors consider the following:
(a) Organisation’s business model- expectation of significant growth and profits
(b) Competence of management, i.e., the strength and breath of an organisation’s core management team
(c) Reputation of external advisors- an organisation’s reputation is enhanced if it has a top investment banking,

legal, audit and advisory team

Focusing on Performance Costing and Outcome Budgeting would help Indian Railways showcase its great business
model to the investors.

► Cost reduction

While focusing on growth, organisations tend to lose focus on cost reduction. Even for a larger organisation that
has been growing fast grabbing significant market share, there is always a scope for cost reduction. Organisations
should continuously monitor its processes (including supply chain) to iron out inefficiencies in such processes and
eliminate activities which are not adding any value in the process, and where such elimination is not possible,
looking for alternatives in case the cost of an activity far exceeds the benefits. ‘Performance costing’ component of 
‘Accounting Reforms’ would help Indian Railways to identify non-value added activities, setting measurable
performance for key activities, which in turn would result in cutting down the costs.

► Focus on profitability- current and future

For achieving sustainable growth, one needs to focus on the profitability. Higher profitability can be ensured by 
either reducing the cost or by increasing the top line.  This emphasises the need for innovation, e.g., launching 
new and better products considering change in customer’s expectations. One also needs to focus on increasing 
the cost-efficiency to ensure that the customers are not burdened for inefficiencies by charging a higher price. 
This would also help the organisation be competitive in long-term.

To conclude with one may say that accrual accounting would not just in itself result in sustainable growth for Indian
Railways. However, when accompanied with performance costing and outcome budgeting, it can help Indian Railways
achieve long-term self-sustainable growth by way of better decision/ policy making, which in turn would result in
optimum utilisation of public funds.

“Sustainable growth- Customers expect it, Employees demand it and Shareholders rely on it.”
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6.1 Relationship between ‘basis of accounting’ and ‘system of book-keeping’

Accrual basis accounting is best implemented using double entry method of book-keeping, while single entry
method of book-keeping is normally predominant where cash basis accounting is adopted. However, single-entry
accounting is suitable only for small entities with limited transactions.

6.2 Accrual accounting: Key concepts

Meaning of accrual accounting
Accrual accounting is a system of accounting in which transaction are entered in the books of accounts, when
they become due.

How different from cash basis of accounting?
In cash system of accounting, transactions are recorded when there is an actual flow of cash. No consideration is given
to the ‘due’ factor of the transaction, i.e., the recognition trigger is simply the flow of cash.

Limitations of cash system of accounting
► No complete picture of the financial position, i.e., assets and liabilities
► Right cost of services is not ascertainable
► No weightage to ‘matching’ concept
► Room for fiscal opportunism- artificial inflation of financial balances by deferring cash payments or

preponing cash receipts

Single-entry system Income and expenses are recorded through a daily summary of cash receipts and 
disbursements

Double-entry system Daily transactions including sales, purchases, cash receipts, accounts receivable 
and accounts payable are recorded in journals

Particulars Accrual accounting Cash accounting

Assets When right to receive revenue is established Not applicable

Liabilities When obligation to pay liability is established Not applicable

Income When income is earned When received

Expenses When resources are consumed When paid

Supplement6

Basis of 
accounting

System of 
book-

keeping
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Disadvantages of add-on statements of accrual transactions to reports of cash accounting system
► Lack of integrated information- accounting statements may not be accurate
► No robust system- resulting in suspect in its integrity
► No ‘self-balancing’ check- errors and frauds may not come to light

Four key features of accrual accounting

General benefits of accrual accounting

► One of the main pillars of democracy is the ‘information and control rights’ of Parliament. Transparency is the main 
pre-condition to use these parliamentary rights which requires complete presentation of the financial situation. 
Accrual accounting will ensure fair presentation of the financial performance and financial position of Indian 
Railways.  Focusing only on cash information limits the control rights.

► With accrual accounting, the annual budget execution results are carried forward in equity (capital in charge) 
which will result in development of equity (capital in charge) as a performance indicator for Indian Railways.

6.3 Standard Setting Bodies globally and in India

* IPSASB and IASB have not been constituted by a regulatory body unlike GASAB, NACAS and ASB.
** approved by GASAB and under consideration of MoF

Recognition 
of economic 
event at the 

time it 
occurs

Recording of 
all assets

and liabilities
in balance 

sheet

Enhanced 
monitoring of 
liabilities and 
contingent 
liabilities

Consolidation 
of all entities 

under 
Government 

control

Particulars Government sector Private sector

Global 
position

India Global position India

Regulatory body IFAC MoF IFRS Foundation MCA
Board/ committee IPSASB* GASAB* IASB* NACAS/ ICAI*
Number of Standards (accrual basis) 37 5** 41 40
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6.4 Comparison of Accounting Standards for Government and private sector

Government sector Private sector

Global position India Global position India

IPSAS 1, Presentation of 
Financial Statements

IGFRS 1,
Presentation of Financial 
Statements

IAS 1, Presentation of 
Financial Statements

Ind AS 1, Presentation of 
Financial Statements

IPSAS 2, Cash Flow 
Statements

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 7, Statement of 
Cash Flows

Ind AS 7, Statement of 
Cash Flows

IPSAS 3, Accounting 
Policies, Changes in 
Accounting Estimates and 
Errors

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 8, Accounting 
Policies, Changes in 
Accounting Estimates and 
Errors

Ind AS 8, Accounting 
Policies, Changes in 
Accounting Estimates and 
Errors

IPSAS 4, The Effects of 
Changes in Foreign 
Exchange Rates

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 21, The Effects of 
Changes in Foreign 
Exchange Rates

Ind AS 21, The Effects of 
Changes in Foreign 
Exchange Rates

IPSAS 5, Borrowing 
Costs

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 23, Borrowing 
Costs

Ind AS 23, Borrowing 
Costs

IPSAS 6, Consolidated and 
Separate Financial 
Statements

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 27, Separate 
Financial Statements

Ind AS 27, Separate 
Financial Statements

IPSAS 7, Investments in 
Associates

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 28, Investments in 
Associates and Joint 
Ventures

Ind AS 28,
Investments in 
Associates and Joint 
Ventures

IPSAS 8, Interests in 
Joint Ventures

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 11, Joint 
Arrangements

Ind AS 111, Joint 
Arrangements

IPSAS 9, Revenue 
from Exchange 
Transactions

IGFRS 3, Revenue 
from Government 
Exchange 
Transactions

IAS 18, Revenue Ind AS 18, Revenue

IPSAS 10, Financial 
Reporting in 
Hyperinflationary 
Economies

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 29, Financial 
Reporting in 
Hyperinflationary 
Economies

Ind AS 29, Financial 
Reporting in 
Hyperinflationary 
Economies

IPSAS 11,
Construction 
Contracts

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 11, Construction 
Contracts

Ind AS 11,
Construction 
Contracts

IPSAS 12, Inventories IGFRS 4, Inventories IAS 2, Inventories Ind AS 2, Inventories

IPSAS 13, Leases No equivalent 
Standard IAS 17, Leases Ind AS 17, Leases

IPSAS 14, Events After 
the Reporting Date

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 10, Events after the
Reporting Period

Ind AS 10, Events after 
the Reporting Period
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Government sector Private sector

Global position India Global position India

IPSAS 16, Investment 
Property

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 40, Investment 
Property

Ind AS 40, Investment 
Property

IPSAS 17, Property, 
Plant and Equipment

IGFRS 2, Property, 
Plant & Equipment

IAS 16, Property, Plant
and Equipment

Ind AS 16, Property, 
Plant and Equipment

IPSAS 18, Segment 
Reporting

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 8, Operating 
Segments

Ind AS 108, Operating 
Segments

IPSAS 19, Provisions, 
Contingent Liabilities and 
Contingent Assets

IGFRS 5, Contingent 
Liabilities (other than 
guarantees) and 
Contingent Assets: 
Disclosure Requirements

IAS 37, Provisions, 
Contingent Liabilities and 
Contingent Assets

Ind AS 37, Provisions, 
Contingent Liabilities and 
Contingent Assets

IPSAS 20, Related 
Party Disclosures

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 24, Related Party 
Disclosures

Ind AS 24, Related 
Party Disclosures

IPSAS 21, Impairment of 
Non-Cash- Generating
Assets

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 36, Impairment of 
Assets

Ind AS 36, Impairment of 
Assets

IPSAS 22, Disclosure of 
Financial Information
About the General
Government Sector

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IPSAS 23, Revenue 
from Non-Exchange 
Transactions (Taxes and 
Transfers

No equivalent 
Standard IAS 18, Revenue Ind AS 18, Revenue

IPSAS 24,
Presentation of Budget 
Information in Financial 
Statements

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IPSAS 26, Impairment of 
Cash-Generating Assets

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 36, Impairment of 
Assets

Ind AS 36, Impairment of 
Assets

IPSAS 27, Agriculture No equivalent 
Standard IAS 41, Agriculture Ind AS 41, Agriculture

IPSAS 28, Financial 
Instruments: 
Presentation

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 32, Financial 
Instruments: 
Presentation

Ind AS 32, Financial 
Instruments: 
Presentation

IPSAS 29, Financial 
Instruments: 
Recognition and 
Measurement

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 39, Financial 
Instruments: 
Recognition and 
Measurement

Ind AS 109, Financial 
Instruments

IPSAS 30, Financial 
Instruments: 
Disclosures

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 7, Financial 
Instruments: 
Disclosures

Ind AS 107, Financial 
Instruments: Disclosures
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Government sector Private sector

Global position India Global position India

IPSAS 32, Service 
Concession 
Arrangements: 
Grantor

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRIC Interpretation 12, 
Service Concession 
Arrangements

Appendix A, Service

Concession 
Arrangements to Ind AS
11

IPSAS 33, First-time 
Adoption of Accrual 
Basis IPSASs

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 1, First-time Adoption 
of International Financial 
Reporting Standards

Ind AS 101, First-time 
Adoption of Indian 
Accounting Standards

IPSAS 34, Separate 
Financial Statements

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 27, Separate 
Financial Statements

Ind AS 27, Separate 
Financial Statements

IPSAS 35,
Consolidated Financial 
Statements

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 10, Consolidated 
Financial Statements

Ind AS 110,
Consolidated Financial 
Statements

IPSAS 36,
Investments in 
Associates and Joint 
Ventures

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 28, Investments in 
Associates and Joint 
Ventures

Ind AS 28,
Investments in 
Associates and Joint 
Ventures

IPSAS 37, Joint 
Arrangements

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 11, Joint 
Arrangements

Ind AS 111, Joint 
Arrangements

IPSAS 38, Disclosure of 
Interests in Other Entities

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 12, Disclosure of 
Interests in Other Entities

Ind AS 112, Disclosure of 
Interests in Other Entities

IPSAS 39, Employee 
Benefits

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 19, Employee 
Benefits

Ind AS 19, Employee 
Benefits

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 12, Income Taxes Ind AS 12, Income 
Taxes

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 20, Accounting for 
Government Grants and 
Disclosure of Government 
Assistance

Ind AS 20, Accounting for 
Government Grants and 
Disclosure of Government 
Assistance

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 26, Accounting and 
Reporting by 
Retirement Benefit 
Plans

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 33, Earnings per 
Share

Ind AS 33, Earnings per 
Share

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IAS 34, Interim 
Financial Reporting

Ind AS 34, Interim 
Financial Reporting

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent
Standard

IFRS 2, Share-based 
Payment

Ind AS 102, Share-
based Payment

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent
Standard

IFRS 3, Business 
Combinations

Ind AS 103, Business 
Combinations

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 4, Insurance 
Contracts

Ind AS 104, Insurance 
Contracts
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The focus of private sector is primarily on commercial viability (though increasingly, the focus is  also shifting towards
the social aspect as well), whereas ‘development’ and ‘social sustainability’ have been the prime focus area for the
Government. Therefore, to meet the need for economic and rural development, a need was felt to adopt accrual
accounting differently from private sector. The concept of ‘true and fair’ is different in Government from that of the
private sector. Further, the emphasis on ‘net worth’ is lesser in Government as compared to private sector. The focus of
accrual accounting in the Government is to ensure that the outcome are commensurate with the inputs and the long-
term fiscal sustainability of the Government is achieved.

Select Asia Pacific transition experience

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 5, Non-current 
Assets Held for Sale and 
Discontinued Operations

Ind AS 105, Non-
current Assets Held for 
Sale and Discontinued 
Operations

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 6, Exploration for and 
Evaluation of Mineral
Resources

Ind AS 106,
Exploration for and 
Evaluation of Mineral 
Resources

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 13, Fair Value 
Measurement

Ind AS 113, Fair Value 
Measurement

No equivalent 
Standard

No equivalent 
Standard

IFRS 14, Regulatory 
Deferral Accounts

Ind AS 114,
Regulatory Deferral 
Accounts

Country Experience
Spain ► Adoption of IPSAS was initially met with resistance

► Over time, advantages of IPSAS became apparent
► Overall its implementation is considered a success and a big improvement over standards

used in the past
Malta ► Used a hybrid accounting system until 2011 which was not effective- leading to confusion and

accounting information being seen as unreliable
► Following pressure from the European Union and other organisations, the Maltese

authorities decided to fully implement IPSAS in 2011
► The transition phase was smooth
► Maltese business community really valued having a system that was 

internationally accepted
Romania ► Romania opted to fully implement IPSAS for budgeting as well as internal and external

accounting
► The transition was considered a success with new Romanian accounting system making a leap

forward for both internal and external users

Country Experience

China ► End 2010, Government began pilot of preparation of accrual Government 
Comprehensive Financial Reports

► In 2011, 11 provinces piloted accrual based accounting
► In 2013, rest of 12 provinces piloted accrual based accounting

Singapore ► Accounting by ministries is guided by Government Instruction Manuals which are not 
publicly available information

► Statutory bodies apply Statutory Board Financial Reporting Standards (SB-FRS) which 
are based on IFRS

Malaysia ► Agreement with IFAC to adopt Malaysian Public Sector Accounting Standards (MPSAS) 
based on IPSAS was signed in Feb 2013

► Implementation of MPSAS by 2015

6.5 Select global experiences on accrual accounting/ IPSAS

Select European transition experience
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AR Accounting Reforms

ARF Accounting Research Foundation

C&AG Comptroller and Auditor General of India

CGA Controller General of Accounts

CTARA Centralized Training Academy for Railways Accounts

GASAB Government Accounting Standards Advisory Board

IAS International Accounting Standards

IASB International Accounting Standards Board

ICAI Institute of Chartered Accountants of India

IFAC International Federation of Accountants

IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards

IMF International Monetary Fund

Ind AS Indian Accounting Standards

IPSAS International Public Sector Accounting Standards

IPSASB International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board

MCA Ministry of Corporate Affairs

MoF Ministry of Finance

NACAS National Advisory Committee on Accounting Standards

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

PAO Professional Accountancy Organisation

SPV Special Purpose Vehicle

WHO World Health Organisation

Glossary7
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Railways Officials with Hon’ble Union 
Minister of Railways

Financial Commissioner in 
discussion with Hon’ble Union 

Minister of Railways 

Advisor (AR) & Mission Director 
in discussion with Hon’ble Union 

Minister of Railways 

Comptroller & Auditor General of India 
attending presentation made by Accounting 

Reforms Directorate

Discussion of Accounting Reforms 
Directorate with Financial Commissioner

AR Directorate giving update to Chairman 
Railway Board, Financial Commissioner, 

Member Staff and other Board Members on 
Accounting Reforms

Advisor (AR) & Mission Director with 
Director (AR) and team from Indian Member 

Firm of EY Global

A glimpse of our activities
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► Naresh Salecha, Advisor (AR) and Mission Director, Ministry of Railways

► Satyendra Kaushik, Chief Project Manager (AR), Ministry of Railways

► Abhilasha Misra, Director (AR), Ministry of Railways

► A. Venketeshwar, Consultant (AR), Ministry of Railways

► Shalini Thapa Budathoki, Director, Confederation of Indian Industry

► Thomas Müller-Marqués Berger, Global IPSAS Leader, Ernst & Young GmbH

► Pankaj Chadha, Partner, Indian Member Firm, EY Global

► Sanjeev Singhal, Partner, Indian Member Firm, EY Global

► Akshat Kedia, ACA, working with Indian Member Firm of EY Global

With contributions from:
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